Historic Sites.

of specific resources related to the Kumeyaay Indians of San Diego County, refer to The. Kumeyaay Nation,
earth is our mother: a guide to the Indians of California, their locales, and historic sites. The earth is our mother: a guide
to the Indians of California, their locales, and historic sites. Author/Creator: Eargle, Dolan. Language: English.
California Indian: California Indian, member of any of the Native American peoples who have traditionally resided in the area roughly corresponding to the present states of California (U.S.) and northern Baja California (Mex.). The peoples living in the California culture area at the time of first European contact in. In other tribelets there was a principal village to which people living in smaller settlements traveled for ritual, social, economic, and political occasions. A third variation involved two or more large villages, each with various satellite settlements; in such systems, a designated village would be the residence of the principal chief as well as the setting for major rituals and political and economic negotiations. Settlement patterns.